We discuss the process of Higgs boson production in γγ collider on noncommutative spacetime and compare the results with large extra dimension in KK graviton channel. Summing all KK mode on IR brane, the affections are in the same order by comparing noncommutatve model prediction. This process is completely forbidden in standard model on unitarity condition and bosonic distribution. In noncommutative theory, the effect is induced by the coordinates noncommutable relation, [x µ , x ν ] = iθ µν . Due to the constant background strength tensor does not contain any conserved quantum number, hence, this effort is indicated into particle power spectrum. Particle mass spectrum is corrected by radiational and anisotropic surroundings. The process of γγ → H 0 H 0 restricts the unitarity condition in noncommutative field theory. Under power law conservation condition, the neutral Higgs mass below gauge boson resonance will produce a accelerated phenomena as the central energy is higher than Z0 gauge boson creation scale. The effects generated from the vast light Higgs particles descend the power rate energy distribution as far as the ambient is under a balance. The fractional rate on polarized polars are very small embedded into the unpolarized surroundings depend on background electric field couplings.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In modern high energy collider physics, it is based on standard model prediction. The spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanics (SSB) used to generate particle mass from Higgs mechanics background methods. The γγ collider experiment [1] is playing an important role to generate a pure source of high energy gamma ray. The experiment parameters in wider energy range spectrum than e + e − linear acceleration collider experiments in controlling electron polarization pole, P e , and incoming laser circle polarization, P laser with the maximum energy range of 80% than e + e − collider annihilation. In this paper, we analyze γγ→H 0 H 0 in noncommuative spacetime. Noncommutative geometry is to correct the spacetime on the background magnetic field. Lorentz is violated with a constant and uniformed background large scale magnetic and electric field. The background universe framework indicates an isolated direction to violate boost and rotation invariant under Lorentz transformation. In general Lorentz group SO(1, 3) symmetry, it is divided into O(1,1)⊗SO (1, 2) at an alternative choice of a different boost axis in background uniformed direction. The commutative relation generates a θ µν deformed term [2] , such as the strength tensor,
Noncommutative field theory contains an unknown mixture connection between IR and UV divergence. The nonlocal effects in above formula corrects the relation between particles under momentum space. The similar definition of UV/IR mixing denotes the diagrams condense the nontrivial overlap between different physics. Under unitarity constraint, the background * Electronic address: d9522817@phys.nthu.edu.tw electric field cannot take into account in higher than first order nonlocal perturbation [3] . In involving the nondiagonal components [5] and discussing microcausality [6] in quantum field properties, the restriction in causality requires that a constant background electric field will cause violating of quantum number distribution. Its violation indicates time arrow is not uniformed, in contrary to parity and charge asymmetry, it indicates that U (1) and quantum field inner structure is not under a balance.
The processes of γγ → Higgs do not appear parity violation in finial numerical analysis. The polarized fractional rate does not be changed in different incoming electron and photon pole. The consequence shows that the γγ → massive neutral particle Higgs creation presents spontaneous breaking mechanics destroyed from break unitarity condition. The null state particle redefines its ground state vacuum via the road of inherent background duals. Violating unitarity condition is seemingly printed on γγ collider to Higgs particles producing events. By the way, it is different from the restriction on violating equilibrium in partition methods. It does not redefine the form of affected Lagrangian, L = L † , but it combines the particle energy and momentum by unvanished nondiagonal components.
Otherwise, it is a CP T conserved theory in four dimensional spacetime [4] . The CP T violated effect is to consider a 5D extension [7] . The parity violation produces from anisotropic geometry 1 . Otherwise, due to noncommutative theory inherently contains dipole mo-ment [8] , the charge violation is imposed on isotropic and homogeneous background universe. In U(1) model, the first order theta deformed term induces an anomaly electric dipole moment, J · E, CP violated effect is produced in assumed that background strength tensor is not a Lorentz symmetric product. On the background of Lorentz violation, parity is not conserved under the global symmetry. However, CP asymmetry is, eventually, not a conserved quantity.
Charge is simultaneously violated in noncommutative electroweak theory, since triple photon coupling is produced naturally. CP violation is unobservable on the process with triple gauge boson coupling. We cannot explore the time asymmetry effect from noncommutative spacetime structure with CP T invariance. In standard model extension, scalar sector includes both CP -even, H 0 and h 0 , and CP -odd, A 0 , particles [9, 10, 11, 12] . Those correspond to the terms 1 · 2 ) and ( 1 × 2 ) · k γ respectively. In noncommutative geometry, the momentum of CP -even, H 0 , Higgs boson can couple to photon polarizations with, p 1 · 1 . However, H 0 , Higgs boson with total angular momentum, J= 0, conserves parity asymmetry.
The process of γγ → H 0 H 0 is completely forbidden at tree level process, because the coupling, Zγγ, cannot be predicted in standard model. It violates angular momentum conservation in loop order [13, 14] . Phenomenologically, it is produced under triple gauge boson condensation via Seiberg-Witten map [2, 14] . Therefore, significantly, zero total angular momentum, J= 0, contributes at event point. The mediate gauge boson does not interact with background field from angular power overlap. The distribution is dominated by the product of background field to particle polarization with total angular momentum, J= 0. It manifests that if we set electron polarization as same as laser photon, p e = 1 and p l = -1, on the event point, the total photon luminosity will be maximum contributed. Contrastively, if we choose electron and incoming laser zero polarized pole, the contribution on the cross section only contains the minimal strength of event. We discuss the influence in comparing with each electron and laser photon polarization, p e and p l . Finally, in photon power spectrum, high energy phenomena is poor to redistribute by exchanging the central energy range. At the central energy lower than 500 GeV, the change is dramatically independent on particle mass distribution.
II. NONCOMMUTATIVE HIGGS SECTOR
Higgs sector is a scalar field dominating particle mass, and contains all of the symmetry, SU L (N )⊗SU R (N ) → SU V (N ) in quantum field theory. Noncommutative theory is a perturbative theory coming from string theory without considering an exotic field. The general statistic quantum field situation is still considered. Following the discussion of CP T symmetry, the field average out of the equilibrium is disappeared in the restriction of CP or CP T conservation. Noncommutative theory generally describes a symmetry, P ancarě transformation, on the alternative expansion of θ deformation. The boost effect does not produce a modification of particle statistical properties in global system. Scalar field moves on universe equilibrium, no CP T violated effect is observed, such as baryogenesis and leptogenesis [15] .
Otherwise, spin-1 vector potential, and spin-2 graviton are bosonic fields, its angular momentum polarized spectrum interacts with background field and generate different mode on the anisotropic spacetime background. In [16, 17] , absorbing the θ deformed term into graviton field, and assuming that the geometric fluctuations is composed by the tensor field, θ µν ,
and [18] deforms spacetime coordinate on the module expansion,
. In addition, some papers consider nonsymmetric matrix to model a noncommutative geometry [19] , and discuss a nonsymmetric graviton on annihilation process [20] .
Modifying background polarization is equal to redefine the angular power spectrum and particle mass distribution. Mapping gauge boson to noncommutative spacetime by Seiberg-Witten map
where noncommutative deformed vector potential is constructed by standard model field and θ µν deformed terms. In general gauge potential on the non-abelian gauge, U(1) quantum number is constrained by the relation, Q = T 3 + Y , Y is hypercharge and T 3 is nonabelian traceless eigenvalues. The general expression is
extended by U(1) and non-abelian gauge group generators. Splitting U(1) gauge potential into two part, contains both hypercharge Y = 1 2 with different gauge couplings. Under unitarity gauge, Higgs field is rotated to
the charged Higgs is forbidden by choosing unitarity transformation. It preserves the neutral Higgs on vacuum and a constant vev from SSB breaking scalar potential. In NC electroweak model [13] , Higgs field is under the fundamental and anti-fundamental transformation, due to Yukawa term couples to the left-handed fermion and right-handed fermion under different representation of SU L (2) and U Y (1). The expression on noncommutative deformed representation is described as
the general expression of scalar field and its covariant derivative are
where V Vector fields overlap with Higgs field range generates a mass distribution. On the other hand, particle mass is dominated with the area coupled by Higgs field. Photon couples to Higgs field generates a range producing an overlap with scalar vacuum.
The mixture part devotes on the coupling of one gauge boson to Higgs field. On this process, we extract the coupling of photon and Z 0 to two Higgs. Testing photon-photon collider experiments, we get a consistent signature in cosmology background field direction. Following [13] , we rewrite the Higgs sector after correcting the guage potential. Splitting gauge field into standard and vector, including Y =−1 and Y =− In Eq. (7), Z 0 µ gauge boson mixes with photon, the general Higgs sector is
where F m αβ is M axwell tensor with V m µ , Eq. (8), and the tensor field, U αβ ,
where
Using Eq.(6) and Eq. (7) in Higgs sector, we get the feymann rules, Fig.(1) , on complete θ µν deformed coupling constant. The quantity associates with the background field direction and the incoming particle energy.
On the background surroundings, the deformed magnetic and electric field produce a discrete patch to modify quantum field theory. The interaction with other fields from coupling to background θ µν perturbation, and the efforts are coming from the overlap with large scale magnetic field. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the discussion with the coupling between Higgs and U(1) gauge boson in considering the process of high energy gamma ray to two neutral Higgs particles.
III. PHOTON COLLIDER EXPERIMENTS
On the next linear collider, it is in order to search Higgs particle, superpartner, and towards to explore the Planck scale physics at TeV energy scale. Large Hardron Collider (LHC), International Large Collider(ILC), and photon collider experiment (TESLA), etc.. In this paper we work in probing Higgs particle at pure source of photon-photon collider experiments data analysis. The photon collider at TESLA is using two observable technology methods to generate pure gamma ray. First is γγ technique methods, in considering polarized electric beam, p e , interfered with polarized high energy gamma ray, p l [1] at electron bunch point. The other is γe photon collider into electron target. The total incoming photon luminosity, L γγ , is around 1 3 L e + e − electron beam production. The background of photon collider made of the polarized electron beam at electron bunch point. We rearrange incoming electron beam in setting the polarized parameter p e = 0 or 1 for unpolarized and polarized channel, and p γ = -1, 0, 1 for interacted channel.
Different polarized electron and laser photon beam produces a different incident source from backreact scattering effects. The energy scale at 800 GeV, photon luminosity approaches to 1.7 (cm −2 · s −1 ) magnitudes under electron luminosity around 5.8 unit. In considering the polarized electron beam and photon beam, we have to take photon polarization distribution function, ξ(x), into account. The result is under multiplying fractional luminosity and integrating the energy rate, x and y. The central energy, √ s = E CM , E CM = xE 1 + yE 2 , constrains laser energy range in x + y =1 on the incident point under energy conservation condition. The integration range is decided by creating mediate particle and the kinetic momentum of finial state particle. The final particle kinetic energy has to be positive, and the fractional energy range truncates on the branch
. The spin-1 particles contain 3 polarized state, spin up, spin-0, and spin down. The positive channel is canceled out by opposite sign, due to helicity conservation condition. The zero channel is parity conserved without exotic background influence. The corresponded zero polarized cross section is
where v is the velocity of final state particle, α is fine structure constant, and x m ≈ 2(+ √ 2) is maximum energy fractional rate in photon collider. The luminosity amplitude in photon collider background,
integrating out the fractional energy parameter x and y of incident laser photon with the velocity, v, of outgoing massive particle. Under the condition of parity conservation, each incoming laser photon cross section is consistent with different final helicity state where the "+" and "-" denote different circle polarization. In Ref( [21] ), it considers radion particle field in Randall-Sundrum model at photon collider experiments.
In next section we briefly introduce the Higgs generation process on large extra dimension model. The devotion is very small by comparing noncommutative process with the discussed polarized luminosity function [21] ,
where the background luminosity,
and double photons luminosity,
The polarization of initial state photon associates with the electron and photon polarized beam, p e and p l ,
The photon polarized strength depends on incoming electron polarization and laser photon polarization. It generates the transverse and linear photon state by controlling the incoming electron and laser beams.
IV. LARGE EXTRA DIMENSION MODEL
Extra dimension is to extend ours spacetime in 4 + n dimensions under SO(1, n + 3) group without modifying time component. There are two aspects to introduce extra dimension model. First, considering the polynomial expansion, the coordinate adds a fifth dimensional coordinate variable, x n = n· y R [22, 23] . In general, the geometry in extra dimension framework is written as, gμν. The indexμ andν denote n + 4 dimensions, from 4 to extra 4+n. The variable y is the fifth extra coordinate space within particle field projects to bulk in the radius R, and the extra extended spacetime, y, with KK modes expansion. Second, considering the two p-brane world-sheet [24] , p = 3, on the warped bulk surroundings, one is IR visible brane, and another is UV invisible brane. The particle field is separated into fifth dimension and origin four dimensional field. Summing all influences on warped extra dimension by integrating out the 5D component y gets an exotic mixing between different particle field generations, such as flavor changing neutral current and neutrino mass [25] . In general consideration, particle field is survived in 4D brane. In large extra dimension case, the extra fifth dimension produces a closed loop on the bulk space, from a 4D point to bulk field and coming back to the same point. This circle phenomenon is enclosed in a box space containing bulk wave function. In this box, each wave function on the ending point is disappeared, the bulk space produces a static wave. Each nodal point regards as a cutting dot. The stored energy [26] and produced pressure [27] on the box surface is coming from the wave function dispersion into extra dimensions. Summing over the devotion, particle field is sinuously corrected. The mass on bulk radius is deduced from the dÕAlembert operator. In graviton case, 4+n ĥμν − 1 2 ημνĥ =ĥμμ = 0, are produced onto graviton field. Then, after redefining, extracting the physical fields, the bulk mass term is produced from m 2 n = 4π 2 n 2 R 2 . On 4D brane, m n=0 = 0, graviton is a massless field.
Focusing on the graviton field [28] , extending matric into extra dimensionsl indexes, graviton field is a geodesic fluctuations products. On fifth dimensional spacetime, the exotic space-like vector on fifth graviton field is merged, and other scalar components are also imposed in the geometric inflation. In considering the gauge condition, assuming no background field in gravitational radiation range, graviton field is re-composed into the other physical situations. On this model [28] , all the matter field is restricted in 4D brane, only graviton field can project to fifth dimensional spacetime. We discuss the phenomenon into probing Higgs field at photonphoton collider experiments. In considering Casimir effect, the stored bulk energy is a curious point to take the incident into account. Using the feymann rule in Ref. ([28] ), the total cross section in even dimension is listed in Tab.I.
The amplitude is written as
where the tensor field C ρσ,ξη and D µν,αρ is the coupling tensor. The
αρ,βσ is graviton spin polarization sum in bulk spacetime with mass m n and the D n is graviton projector operator. In n = 0 case,
In n = 2 case,
In n≥2 case,
The polarization rate are listed in Tab.I with each n numbers. Due to extra dimension, y, works on odd dimensional bulk space. There is an anomaly problem generated on the odd extra dimension numbers, n. In Tab.I, n = 2 extra mode, the polarized rate is maximum contributed on the Higgs creation process. The radius R, cosmological constant and string effective scale M S are redefined into the restriction
n . In the nth extra dimension devotion, the relation between gravitational constant κ and R n are inside into a range of 16π(4π)
. We take the mainly domain on the assumption of M S >> s. The bulk field in extra dimensional box
n . In exculding Carsmir effect, the single graviton mode is similar order magnitude in considering the string effective scale, M S .
V. THE PROCESS OF γγ → HIGGS
The nature source of high energy gamma ray collider is coming from sky. The process of γγ collider is a frequent incident in astroparticle physics. We test these phenomena from linear high energy γγ collider experiments, and model the cosmological incidents on large scale background. On the noncommutative spacetime, the background magnetic field and electric field will interact with particle spin and electric charge via θ µν connection. From Eq.(11), we clearly understand the background field how to produce with the initial state photon polarized vector and interact with final charged fields. We analyze the particle power spectrum in γγ collider experiments. This dramatic field interaction induces a sensitive effects associated with the P lanck scale Λ c and the background direction on the finial physical result.
Tab.II lists the quantum numbers at Higgs particle internal symmetry. We use this discussed particle properties on the γγ → Higgs process. Otherwise, Tab.III concerns the model restriction on the standard 2HDM and the supersymmetry 2HDM. The particle mass spectrum is defined by the two vacuum v 1 and v 2 , the axion mass is a free parameter on the model building, another is the vacuum fractional rate of tan β.
In this section, we introduce the process and analyze the properties of polarized and unpolarized beam. Comparing the probability distribution and particle mass spectrum in the different fields. The total cross section is maximum rearranged by background magnetic and electric field perpendicular to the incoming particle direction. The ratio of polarized and unpolarized beam under different polarization electron and incoming laser photon, we set the Higgs mass, m H 0 = 150 GeV, m H ± = 120 GeV, and m A 0 = 100 GeV. The central energy up to 800 GeV with the scale of Λ c = 1 TeV and the triple gauge boson coupling K Zγγ = -0.2, K γγγ = -0.3. There is a minimum devotion on the central energy around the range 100 GeV ∼ 500 GeV. The γγ collider technology can be used to simulate cosmology high energy gamma ray annihilation process. Background high energy frequency is produced by photon gas entropy. The gradient distribution is a source to modify angular power spectrum. Background angular distribution on CMB experiments shows us that our universe is not perfect isotropic. There is a preferred direction imposed on background field and produces a temperature of non-uniformed distribution. On this process, we get an incident to generate scalar particle from high energy gamma ray annihilation. Scalar particle on the cosmological potential V (φ) is a source to induce inflation effects. On magnetic field and electric field background in considering the stored energy, noncommutative electroweak model generates a theoretic clue to drive coupling V − H 0 − H 0 and produces triple gauge boson couplings. The simulation results in a defined source higher than e + e − linear collider at almost one order magnitude. It is experiment data to consider Higgs particle production and the existence opportunity of inflaton particle.
Using Feymann rule, Fig.(1) , the amplitude is written as a process contains γ and Z resonances,
the coupling G γγγ,Z and G H0H0γ,Z are the triple gauge boson helicity products, Γ Z is Z total decay width ≈ .2.4952 ± 0.0023GeV with two Higgs to polarize gauge boson coupling respectively.
and
where the parameter "a" denotes renormalization constant and the momentum k
2 . Renormalization condition requires a = 3. Parity is conserved on the amplitude after exchanging photon polarization 1 → 2 and momentum k 1 → k 2 simultaneously.
In Eq.(11), the measurement of photon energy power spectrum is under the range from the upper bounds to 
The limits on Γ(
Limits in the range of σ( a The data is revealed in P article Data Group. the lower limits
In Fig.(4) , the ratio of polarized and unpolaried cross section are sensitive to be changed on difference polarized laser beam. The transverse and linear incident laser photon both are generated on the photon collider technique [1] . In the common standard model analysis, the P even particle couples to a linear polarized photon with the maximal strength of parallel polarization vector. The P odd particle is perpendicular to the photon polarization. The neutral Higgs particles, H 0 , and h 0 are 0 ++ quantum number without fermion fields, and the 0 ++ and 0 −− states in the model taking fermion field into account. The existence of P odd and C odd states result from fermion sector violates parity and charge conservation on one loop chiral triangle diagrams, e.g. anomaly magnetic moment and electric dipole moment.
On the θ deformed spacetime, the background magnetic field couples to polarized photon intrinsic prop- erties. We extract the background electric and magnetic products, (24), and the momentum couples to background field from, p 1,2 · E, terms. The volume of B · (k i × i,j ) production is such as the momentum and circle polarization rotated objects around background B field, the electric field is similar devoted on altering momentum translational invariance.
In Fig.(5) , the range for neutral Higgs particle, H 0 , the mass spectrum on the maximum mode, p e = 1 and p l = -1, generates a maximum analysis results. The integration is restricted in getting a positive final particle velocity v. Integrating out the full x-beam channel and y-beam channel energy range 2 , the polarized mode and unpolarized consequence is manifestly presented. In the two sides incoming laser site, if the field direction is paralleled to the z-axis, the distribution is minimum contributed. Under theoretical prediction, the massless particle cannot correct power distribution on its mass spectrum. The total devotion attributes to the polarized photon gas. The coupling in Fig.(1) is CP conserved, but, violates C and P respectively by including fermion field. Without fermion field, C and P can be violated or conserved respectively in Z gauge particle (see Tab.II) .
We focus on α B = α E = π 2 and set β B = β E = 0, even though the dramatic field is mainly to influence the process, but no parity effect is generated under the field interaction with photon polarization. Intuitively, if no P violation effect on the first order θ deformed term, each helicity state is essentially dedicated to the process.
The total strength is a function as to the direction of background field α B and α E , between observer and background field direction. In Fig.(5) , the total cross section is sensitive influenced by photon and electron beam. Furthermore, the incoming electron polarization and laser photon beams are mainly controlled on pure laser photon. In the case, p e = 1 and p l = -1, its maximum power distribution is around the incident point (IP). The electron and incoming laser photon are the same angular momentum eigenstates. In comparing to the minimum case, p e = 0 and p l = 0, the ratio of polarized and unpolarized beams, Fig.(6) , the power distribution is minimum in the central energy between 100 GeV∼ 500 GeV.
Under low incoming energy range, the collapse effects is generated from the accelerated phenomena under power law conservation condition. The low energy range photon gauge boson can decomposed into two spin-1 2 particles in the interaction of background θ µν patch twisted spacetime. Some articles [29, 30] consider a fourth generation fermion doublet enhance to reach a mixing area for searching lost neutrino mass. In which, it is a complete phenomenon of degenerated 2 The minimal and maximum range are q 1 − 4m 2 H 0 /E 2 CM xy and xm respectively.
FIG. 6:
The fractional power rate at the pole, pe = 1 and p l = -1, is sensitive changed under the central energy range 100 GeV ∼ 500 GeV. Higgs particle mass can be lower on 50 GeV in Tab.III. The barrier wall around 100 GeV separates the two range between lower Higgs mass production, ∼50 GeV, and higher Higgs mass range, >50 GeV. As the Z0 particle mass is around 0.1 TeV, the collapsed power spectrum is dominated on massive gauge boson resonance. The result is very minuscule to change the direction of the background electric field, whether with/without changing the direction of the background magnetic field.
energy loss form spinor decouple. However, its chiral properties is broken on this produced decouple effects. Hence, the degenerated energy power spectrum redefines a mixed spin-0 chiral violated resonance. There numerous light Higgs particles are generated above the 0.1 GeV in Fig.(6) . The double neutral Higgs production is a regular spin-0 particle without mixing P or C asymmetry effects. The fractional power distribution devotes on the created light neutral Higgs particles is manifestly. In this bounds, the central energy larger than 2m H 0 , the required power is maximum devoted on creating H 0 particles. [9, 10, 11, 12] considers two complex scalar field on the different vacuum v 1 and v 2 in the ξ phase connects with each other. On non-supersymmetric model, the expression of doublet scalars on these vacuums are all down type form,
in considering the general potential whether CP is conserved or not. Rotating the field into neutral H 0 Higgs and its orthogonal state, the goldstone particle G 0 , and the standard massive Higgs particle are generated on the model building.
Charged scalar Higgs, H +,− , and charged goldstone field ,G +,− , and other neutral fields A 0 and h 0 , are produced from the imaginary part and its real part. The down type doublet scale are also taking into account. There are CP even particles, H +,− , H 0 , and h 0 , and CP odd particle A 0 on this model. The mass term of the neutral Higgs and the CP even chargeless scalar h 0 are in order to diagonalize the mass mixing matrix with the rotation angle α under the ground state fluctuations Reφ 1 and Reφ 2 . The only associated relation between two vacuum v 1 and v 2 is tan β = v2 v1 . We set the cos(β − α) sin(β − α), the diagram of A 0 h 0 case is proportional to the A 0 H 0 by the factor tan 2 (β − α). The data in P article Data Group shows that the ratio tan β in ABBOTT 99E
3 is separated by the two range, tan β 1,50 < m H + (GeV ) 120, and tan β 50, as 50< m H + (GeV ) 160. In ABAZOOV 02B 4 . For m H + = 75 GeV, the range tan β > 32.0 is excluded at 90%CL. For tan β values above 140, the excluded mass range extends to over 140 GeV scale. In AFFOLDER 001
5 , the excluded mass range extends to over 120 GeV for tan β values above 100 and B(τ ν) = 1. By assuming the mixing angle α is small, the dominated area towards into search the fractional rate of tan β (see Tab.III).
We assume charged Higgs mass m H ± = 150 GeV at E CM = 800 GeV. The diagram in Fig.(7) contains middle Z and γ resonance. Neutral Higgs production on noncommutative model is derived from Fig.(1) . In loop calculation, the effective lagrangian of standard model predicted in φ 0 → γγ couplings 6 is sensitively depen-3 ABBOTT 99E search for a charged Higgs boson in top decays in pp collisions at E CM = 1.8 TeV, by comparing the observed tt cross section and assuming the dominant decay t → bW + with theoretical expectation. 4 ABAZOV 02B search for a charged Higgs boson in top decays with H + → τ + ν at central energy , E CM , = 1.8 TeV 5 Searching a charged Higgs boson in top decays with the H + → τ + ν in hadron collider pp at E CM = 1.8 TeV. 6 The loop diagrams contain chargeless particle and charged particle.
dent on Higgs mass. This program is a standard process working on noncommutative triple gauge boson coupling γγZ 0 and γγγ, and standard model, Z 0 H + H − , predicted one. The couplings between photon helicity polarization to background field, H + H − pair obtains a minimum in comparing to H 0 H 0 and A 0 H 0 processes. The amplitude on the gamma ray helicity state is contributed by first order θ deformed term. It appears that the total cross section is single two order deformation. The order magnitude around the electroweak scale is approaching to
in which L and R are i = (a − 1)
the index i denotes right-handed and left-handed circle polarization. In order to avoid considering the change of the interaction between background field and the mediate gauge bosons. We contract the gauge boson polarization with the coupling tensor immediately. Extracting separated terms, Eq. (22) shows that the coupling between particle momentum and gauge boson polarization on the content are important to decide the physical results. The integration of energy fractional rate from upper to lower limits are
where the range is up to x m threshold ratio and down to the particle creation condition, the velocity has to be ≥ 0 at least. The Z resonance cannot take a constraint on energy range from m Z to TeV scale. The photon power spectrum is a function restricted on the range, the lower bound is under the causality constraint and upper limits is lower the machine maximum power restrictions.
The devotion for spin-1, spin-0, and spin- 1 2 middle states that bosonic symmetry is violated on the one loop level.
In the photon photon backreact collider technology, the total cross section associates with the incoming laser energy rate, and constrained by the physical quantity. The parameter in this process is the direction of background field, B and E, and the scalar mass under the assumption of the perturbation scale, Λ C , is around 1 TeV. We set β B = β E = 0, and the central energy, E CM , at 800 GeV with the total cross section depends on α B and α E parameters. It is an abnormal imposed variables, due to background field influence.
FIG. 8:
The differential cross section on the energy level Λc = 1TeV, and the central energy ECM = 800 GeV with Higgs mass m H ± = 120 GeV. The distribution on the point, z = 0 and φ = 0, the probability is maximum distributed.
The global angle, Ω, is similar as a variables of the probability of charged Higgs boson creating process. The incoming photon and electron beam, the polarization sensitively controls the experiments consequence. The maximum polarized value in Fig.(8) is around 0.5018 in first figure and 0.177 in second figure. The background field plays a ridicule role on the total cross section. The global consequence, the angle α E and α B , and β E and β B are existed on the experiment parameters. They are independent with the detector direction. Naturally, the distribution cannot be shifted by moving to different sites. The pole p e = 1, p l = -1 is a maximum contribution, the pole p e = 1, p l = 1 produce a minimum devotion on the final results. We set α E = α B = π 2 , and β E = β B = 0 on the γ Z channel. The mass spectrum in Fig.(9) is very different as taking m H ± =0. It is result from the high frequency photon remnants. The modified energy is stored into background field interaction with photon polarization. The p e =0, p l = 0 pole is minimal contributed on the polarized rate. Contrastively, the pole p e = 1 and p l = 1 is maximum devoted at E CM = 800 GeV. It is a very dramatic phenomenon in probing charged Higgs at high energy gamma ray collision. In the limit range, photon polarization p l = 0 and -1 is approaching to the same rate. The maximum power fractional devotion is posed at the pole p 1 = 1.
In Fig.(10) , it is a regular form of the process. The minimum is under the right-down corn, and the maximum is in the high slope area. Under the minimum momentum final state, particle power is maximum distributed. At the lower mass spectrum, particle is vastly numerous produced in the fine changes on the central energy. Along the defined background direction, it does not vary dramatically. At low energy scale to high energy scale, power spectrum is similar as the same linear function from the massless point to 400 GeV mass scale. Linear distribution in power spectrum implies that the relation between incoming high energy photon frequency is uniformed devoted on the particle angular distribution. The fractional rate in photon gas power spectrum denotes that particle mass is a smooth function with its angular distribution. and βE,B = 0. The regular devotion is working on the restriction of ECM = m H ± . Near the deadline, it is maximum devoted.
In comparing neutral Higgs and charged Higgs production process, in this section we introduce a CP V scalar particle A 0 in the γγ collider background. The general model building, scalar potential in 2DHM is CP odd as to consider the imagine part of the factor sin ξ. It is a CP even by ignoring the factor from the process. Splitting the complex field φ 1 and φ 2 into real part and imagine part, there two extra degrees of freedom are indicated into particle creation. The CP V particle A 0 induces to the imagine field, and the real part produces a CP even particle h 0 . In the high energy gamma ray background creation, it contains a fluently pure high energy gamma ray simulation analysis. In Tab.II, the quantum number A 0 particle is under 0 +− state in the model without lepton and quark sector. In which CP even and CP odd melted vacuum, the CP V effect is embedded into a nonequalibrium state. The P violated coupling ZH 0 A 0 is not a physical quality due to unitarity and bosonic symmetry is inherent property in vacuum. Bosonic condition considers C and P or CP conservation. CP T preserves on the thermal equilibrium, and the conservation law imposes on L(t) is the same as exchanging t → −t. P conservation is a natural effects in γγ to H 0 A 0 process.
In discussing the background in high frequency photon gas, the expectative influence is P violated and C violated phenomenon. On this process C violation is visible, but, P is disappeared, since, no first order θ on the cross section with no helicity state of final created fields. The A 0 mass distribution on a range of its the mass spectrum depends on background field direction, expansion scale, and its incoming energy. In supersym-metry model, the extra H The momentum of final state particles H 0 and
the lower bound is onto the mathematics condition. Its amplitude is
where i is introduced in Eq. (28) , and the Γ Z is the total Z decay width. The triple gauge boson coupling, K γγZ , sets to -0.3 on the restriction of model building. This process is fully contributed by noncommutative spacetime geometry, under θ second order amplitude,
The symmetry distribution, Fig.(12) , manifestly presents the dominant distribution incident on the perpendicular to the incoming electron laser beam, the result is independent on the background field direction α E or α B . The polarized rate is maximum at 7.5. The sinusoid function associates with the background direction β E and β B angle. We set β E = β B = 0 for convenient. The polarized rate is the same for all incoming laser pole, the maximum rate is upper 3.2 for m A 0 = 100, and m H 0 = 150
The A 0 and H 0 mass spectrum are crossed around the 80 GeV, in Fig.(13) . At the first pole, it con- tributes a maximum energy momentum power in backreact Compton like scattering. It shows that increasing the particle mass the fractional rate is sinuously changed. The polarized fractional rate is the same as each others as to the particle mass m H 0 and m A 0 . At the mass scale up to 500 GeV level, the maximum fractional value is around 2.2 and the minimum is down to 1.24. Formally, the incident energy at several TeV and the perturbative scale assumes at 10 TeV the final luminosity is minuscule by the proportional incoming energy with scale Λ C . we set the E CM is 800 GeV and Λ C at 1TeV level. The incident phenomenon is vivid and observed. The central energy E CM and Hggs mass spectrum, Fig.(13) shows that the relation between central energy, m H 0 and m A 0 are similar as the power range distribution at larger energy scale. It is different at the low scale power spectrum. At low photon frequency, , the maximum contribution on the mode pe = 1 , p l = -1, implies that all of the charged scalar particles in 2DHM are as same as each other as they are massless.
Higgs particle, H 0 , expresses a limit distribution on the range lower than 100 GeV. The angular power devotion by m A 0 presents a larger density at the central energy lower than 500 GeV. The sensitive phenomenon in the photon power distribution on γγ → H 0 A 0 process depends on incoming high energy gamma ray. On the high frequency power range, the γγ collider presents a uniformed contribution on the polarized and unpolarized events. In controlling the background field direction, there are some modifications are presented, due to the total cross section depends on sin 2 α E,B and cos 2 α E,B terms.
From the data analysis, Fig.(14) , the scalar particle mass m H 0 should be heavier than the mass m A 0 . At the lower incoming photon energy, particle mass is produced on the vacuum by high energy surroundings. In the case, the central energy in low energy range, the fractional power rate is lower distributed on m H 0 mode than on the m A 0 mode vreation. The heavier massive particle needs a higher frequency incoming laser beam at the incident. The wave function contains tiny momentum range distribution than light particle. Below the 500 GeV central energy scale, photon power devotion in this event is dense for H 0 particle, but unconsolidated for A 0 particle. The probability of H 0 particle is lower than A 0 particle, thus, the mass m H 0 should be massive than m A 0 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In the next order collider experiments, the most intention is to search Higgs particle. We have introduced the properties of background field in photon collider technique on Higgs particle creation process in noncommutative spacetime geometry. The interesting point on the γγ → H 0 H 0 process is a complete θ two order deformations. It is complete forbidden by standard model prediction due to bosonic condition and unitarity restriction. Noncommutative θ deformed spacetime slightly influences our live-world. Lorentz symmetry due to the background magnetic field and electric field violates Lorentz transformation. Photon-photon collider experiments is a best candidate to test triple gauge boson coupling. The process of γγ → massive neutral Higgs particles is a process of violating and/or condensing unitarity. In probing the evidence of destroying or mixing null vector field and lower velocity particle in M inkowski spacetime, γγ → massive neutral particle is a best proof. In this paper, we analyse photon power distribution on the backreact scattering, the fractional rate between polarized and unpolarized pole is associated with the incoming energy and the final particle mass spectrum. The maximum devotion is manifestly dependent on the incoming photon frequency. In the last two section, we compare the H 0 H 0 process with H + H − and A 0 H 0 one, and taking a constraint on the restriction of m H 0 > m A 0 . Power law presents that the scalar Higgs creation is vast and numerous by the central energy upper than the final particle creation scale. For the massless charged Higgs m ± , charged H + and H − particles are as the same fields, due to charge distribution depends on its mass range. In A 0 H 0 case, the devotion on the fractional differential cross section in the higher pole area to lower pole one, the fractional rate are all the same consequences.
